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Abstract 
  
Researchers at Mobile Life Centre are working on a project called “Delete by Haiku - Concept 
development and visualization of persistence/an SMS log dilemma” (subproject of “Re-Mobiling - 
breaking apart time and technology”, 2012-). The purpose of that project is to evaluate an approach of 
handling the growing amount of users’ digital data in phones (especially SMS logs) by trying to create, in 
the deletion process of old SMS, something potentially meaningful in a playful manner: poems. The 
students’ project aimed to develop a concretized demo for their idea, an SMS log deleting and poetry 
generating application, more particularly the Japanese poetry form “haiku” as chosen style, developed on 
the mobile platform Android. The goal: to give the researchers a basis to proceed with into the user study 
and demonstration phase of their project. The result of the development process was a full scale working 
demo application, although naturally left with many improvement and addition possibilities due to the 
limited time plan for the student project, and presentation of solved solutions of arisen programming and 
design implementation challenges. 
  
Keywords: Android, application, generator, SMS, poetry, haiku 
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Sammanfattning 
  
Forskare på forskningscentret Mobile Life Centre jobbar på projekt kallat “Delete by Haiku – 
konceptutveckling och föreställning av behållning/ett SMS-log dilemma” (delprojekt av ”Re-Mobiling –
isärbrytning av tid och teknologi”, 2012-). Syftet av det projektet är att utvärdera ett sätt att hantera den 
växande mängden av användares digitala data i telefoner (speciellt SMS-loggar) genom att försöka skapa, 
i raderingsprocessen av gamla SMS, någonting potentiellt meningsfullt i lekfull stil: dikter. Studenternas 
projekt var att utveckla en konkretiserad demo för deras idé, en SMS-log-raderande och poesigenerande 
applikation, mer bestämt den japanska poesiformen ”haiku” som valt format, utvecklat på den mobila 
plattformen Android. Målet: att ge forskarna en grund att fortsätta med in i användarstudie- och 
demonstrationsfasen av deras projekt. Resultatet av utvecklingsprocessen var en fungerande 
demoapplikation i full skala, emellertid givetvis lämnad med många förbättrings och tilläggsmöjligheter 
på grund av den begränsade tidsplanen för studentprojektet, och presentationer av lösta programmerings- 
och designimplementationsutmaningar. 
  
Nyckelord: Android, applikation, generator, SMS, poesi, haiku 
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1. Introduction 

 
This report describe the development of a mobile application: an extended SMS log handler featuring a 
poetry generator integrated in the delete function. 

1.1 About the report	
The report is aimed primarily to the project group “Re-mobiling” at Mobile Life Centre that is running the 
“Delete by Haiku”-project as documentation and inspiration, but also to anybody that is interested in 
poetry generator methodology and in mobile application development for the operating system Android in 
general. The theory chapter is limited with description of work environment fundamentals, which usually 
is convenient for novices in the discussed fields. Focus was on application development and final results 
in the very limited project duration. 

1.2 Background & Purpose	
Mobile phones has become a centralized and important component for people in the civilized world, and 
they continuously store and keep persistent memory over certain aspects of users’ lives in form of logs, 
call- and text logs among others[1]. Mobile phones can today be considered as too “monolithic” by some, 
taking in consideration it’s such a close life device but still core programs and features are objectively 
designed and implemented missing out using the opportunity to create something potentially meaningful 
of collected input, data and pattern before its automatically deleted by aging or other reasons. 
 
The Delete by Haiku project aims to handle the dilemma with the growing amount of users’ log data in 
form of basic text messages, SMS. Old SMS logs (more commonly called SMS conversation in modern 
phones) may be by many users untouched in a phone’s lifetime, and in most cases vanishes when the user 
switches phone without saving these logs on the memory card. However by some there is a need of 
regularly deleting old logs due lack of memory space, privacy and possibly other reasons. This situation is 
target by the project, by designing an extended version of the core deletion function of SMS in a playful 
manner generating summarizing poems, with the Japanese poetry form “haiku” as chosen style. 
 
The researchers in the Re-mobiling project wanted to create a demo application to evaluate the Delete by 
Haiku project’s concept. This was planned to be accomplished by outsourcing the coding part that was 
offered to be done by IT-university students with computer science, interaction design or similar 
educational profiles in a thesis project (see Table 1, appendix). The application idea is developed by the 
researchers involved in the Re-mobiling project through workshops and Haiku poetry studies at Mobile 
Life Centre.  
 

1.3 Problem description 
The goal with this project was to develop a demo application, dedicated to serve as basis for the research 
members in the Re-mobiling-project to proceed with into the user study and demonstration phase, of their 
concept challenging poetry-persistence idea for the mobile platform Android.  
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The application is supposed to have a similar interface and layout as a standard SMS log handler for 
viewing SMS as a base. It is then extended with playful design and functionality to select SMS to be 
deleted and filter them by time and category. Selected SMS can be viewed in a list under deletion, where 
the poetry algorithm shows step by step for the user how the haiku poem is generated. The selected 
SMSes are deleted from the phone and the resulting poem can be saved. 
 
The application is not meant for the commercial market in first hand at this stage, hence more room for 
controversialities and out-of-the-box thinking are allowed and encouraged. It should be more like an 
inspirational tool, for exploring methods of how to delete but preserve memories. 

1.4 Delimitations	
The thesis focuses on the development of the application itself after given design and function 
instructions from the supervisors at Mobile Life Centre. Little involvement has been made about 
discussing the Delete by Haiku project’s purpose in general, its research relevance and its possible 
commercial value. 
 
The supervisors stressed the importance of delivering a complete and demonstrable demo application in 
the end of the work phase, which is their greatest value out of the students’ thesis work. Therefore a pilot 
project mindset was used leaving unessential ambitious design and functionality out, if the project runs 
out of time, to ensure being able to finish within the students’ course duration. 
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2. Theory 

 
It is, of course, very important to understand the rules of haiku poetry to be able to understand how a 
haiku generator can be implemented. It is also important to understand general grammatical rules for the 
language used so the results of the generator will be understandable. This is why much time was spent, at 
the start of the project, to study haiku poems, general sentence structures and already existing poetry 
generation project. The thought process of a well documented haiku generator made by Peter Howard[2] 
was useful. It explained how to implement grammatically correct sentence structuring in a computer 
algorithm. With the information this study gave, the requirements of the haiku generator, i.e what the 
generator needed to know, became clear. 
 
Before the development of the application was started, time was spent studying SMS log handlers and 
poetry generator projects to give ideas for approaches and solutions of the problems that were already 
known and needed to be dealt with. As well a haiku dedicated workshop at Mobile Life Centre was 
attended for design inspiration[3]. Investigating and encountering the problems early, for instance the 
construction of the haiku poetry algorithm, helped to estimate the size of the project and set the 
delimitations for this very time limited project. 
 
There are several ways to structure a haiku, the traditional style consists of three phrases with 5, 7 and 5 
syllables respectively[4], each phrase shown in its own row. The application was first meant to support 
multiple structure styles, but it was later decided to only focus on the previous mentioned 5-7-5 style due 
to design reasons. 
 
Example of a haiku: 

An old silent pond... 
A frog jumps into the pond, 
splash! Silence again. 
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3. Working method  

 
A roughly weekly plan was made and updated continuously to estimate when task and sub-project should 
be completed, and how the 400 expected working hours per student was supposed to be spent. This was 
however hard due to a combination of factors: Uncertainty about content and functionality in the 
application, occasionally challenging design request by the supervisors, our limited knowledge in 
Android development and in the used programs and systems for the development that was necessary to 
learn meanwhile working. 

3.1 Project setup	
The supervisors were not certain on what features the final product would have from the start, due to the 
design development of the application was in parallel ongoing. In order to make sure the supervisors 
would be happy with the final product, the features of the application needed to be flexible for change and 
implementation of new features during the development duration. For this to work weekly meetings was 
scheduled where the project progress and features were discussed. This setup naturally led to the use of 
the agile software development method. 

3.2 Development and collaborative environments	
Before the work was started, a development and a collaborative environment were set up. The decision 
was made to use Java JDK 1.7 with the Android ADT plugin, working in the Eclipse 4.2 (Juno) IDE as 
the development environment, and Git/Github as the collaborative environment. 
  
Github is an online hosting service for software projects that uses the revision control system Git. By 
using Github and Git, it was possible to integrate the collaborative environment through a plugin in the 
used IDE, hence sharing became easy and concurrent between all project parties and simplified 
simultaneous working among the developers. 
  
The application is designed with more modern devices in focus. To take full advantage of the Android 
SDK the choice was made to use SDK version 15 (Android 4.0.3). That means that the application will not 
run on devices with Android versions older than 4.0.3. 
  
The testing was done on a Samsung Galaxy S3 and a HTC sensation XL. Using different phones brands 
and models with varying screen resolutions was essential for the precise and comprehensive content 
design. 
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4. Development 

 
To be able to create a haiku, the program needs to know how it can use the words from the SMS logs. For 
the program to be able to do that, a dictionary is needed. For the program to be able to use the words, the 
dictionary needed to contain the words’ part-of-speech(es) (noun, adverb etc). The dictionary also needed 
to contain each word’s syllable count so the program can generate a haiku with the right amount of 
syllables. 
 
Since it would be too time consuming to create this dictionary from scratch, an online search was done to 
find open source distributed dictionaries. A dictionary with about 40,000 syllabalized words[5] and another 
dictionary with about 200,000 words[6] with their part-of-speech(es) were found. Since both informations 
were needed, the combined dictionary, with both part-of-speeches and syllable counts, was only about 
40,000 words long. The combined dictionary was missing a lot of common words. After further 
investigation it was clear that many plural forms of nouns, comparative- and superlative adjective words 
and many other word forms were missing. Most of these follow specific patterns, adjectives, for example, 
usually take the suffixes -er and -est for comparative and superlative respectively. This also makes it easy 
for a program to calculate the number of syllables of many words as long as it knows the number of 
syllables of a word without the suffix. For instance, if the program wants to know the number of syllables 
of the word “taller”, it only needs to look up the word “tall” in the dictionary and add one to that words 
number of syllables (tall -> tall*er). 
 
Since the dictionary must only contain real words, a suffix can not just be added to any word. Another 
online search was done to find a list of words. Eventually a dictionary with about 350,000[7] words, but no 
other information, was found. An algorithm was created that iterated through the 350,000 word list and 
updated the generated dictionary by adding words which part-of-speech and syllables was easy to 
calculate by the program (words starting with re- or words ending with -less etc). With this method a 
dictionary with about 100,000 words was created. This is the dictionary that is used by the Android 
application. 
 
Due to the big uncontrollable amount of grammatical exceptions in the English language, errors possible 
exist in the final wordlist when non-existing words were generated with the algorithm. It’s claimed by the 
authors of the original dictionaries that its most likely exist grammatical, syllibalization and part-of-
speech errors as well. 
 

4.1 Application design 
The design choices of the graphical part of the application were almost completely done by the 
supervisors using wireframes (see Figure 9, appendix), with some discussion with the students trying to 
avoid known difficult functionality from experience. The database however was almost completely done 
by the students, with some input from the supervisors. 
 
A big deal with the application is that the SMSes added to the haiku bin will be deleted when a haiku is 
created. Since this causes problems with testing and for users who want to try the application without 
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deleting their SMS, a “safe mode” option was implemented. It is accessible from the options menu and no 
SMSes will be deleted with this mode turned on.  
 
4.1.1 Database design  
A database was designed to store and handle the 100,000+ word dictionary with fast querying 
performance as main concern. The database was built and populated with content in an external database 
manager program, SQLite Database Browser, then generated to file and copied into the asset folder of the 
project. At application startup on first run the database file is extracted and copied into the phone’s 
memory. This was an essential time saving solution on runtime, rather than letting the application 
executing the SQL-commands necessary to create and populate the database directly at runtime. To be 
aware of the downside of this method to handle big databases, is that after the extraction and copying, the 
database file will remain in the application and take up memory space in the phone. 
 
The dictionary database, named deletebyhaiku_db, is conceptually modelled in Figure 1. 

  
 Figure 1. deletebyhaiku_db: conceptual model for application’s dictionary database 

 
A “word” has a string of text containing the word, another string of text with the word syllabalized 
(separator between each syllable in the word), a part-of-speech, and can exist in any number of theme 
word lists. A word can have more than one part-of-speech, which is supported in the system although it 
confusingly not seems to be supported according to the model. The explanation is that due to significant 
gain in performance after testing, a solution with duplication of words with multiple part-of-speeches in 
the “word” table to one entry for each part-of-speech it had was chosen. This did naturally increase the 
size of table “word” and in total not decreasing database size much, but excluding the otherwise necessary 
middle table between “word” and “partofspeech” to handle a many-to-many relationship (like 
“theme_word”, see Figure 2) made database querying simpler and faster. 
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 Figure 2. deletebyhaiku_db: Logical model for application’s database 

  
After being satisfied with database design in the conceptual model, next step was to translate it to a 
logical model which works as a more detailed blueprint when building the database. Primary keys, 
foreign keys and data types are marked out.  
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4.2 Algorithms 
The most important and interesting algorithms are discussed in the following chapter.   
 
4.2.1 SMS processing 
For the program to be able to use an SMS, it needs to know what words are in the SMS. Since the only 
information an SMS has about its words is just the text message, the program first needs to divide the text 
message into its words. It does so by using a set of defined letters, i.e characters a word is composed of. If 
a character is followed by a non-character, then the word has ended and the next character is the start of 
the next word. When all the words have been found, the program tries to find these words in the database. 
If a database-word is found, then it is added to a list of words that will be used by the haiku generator. 
The words in the list also have information about syllables and part-of-speech which were taken from the 
database. 
 
When the user adds SMS that should be used to the haiku bin, he can select a single SMS, an entire 
conversation or a date. A date can either be a specific month during a specific year (May, 2013 for 
example) or an entire year. All SMS from that period of time will then be added to the haiku bin. Since 
those calculations can be very time consuming they are made on their own threads, and not the UI thread. 
If they were done on the UI thread then the user would have to wait for those calculations to finish before 
being able to use the UI again. Since a conversation or a date can have hundreds of SMS which would 
take several seconds to calculate, putting it on the UI thread is not a viable solution. 
 
When the haiku bin is opened, multiple threads are started that tries to find haiku poems. The deleting 
process cannot be started until at least one haiku has been found. This is to make sure that no necessary 
words are deleted and that a haiku can actually be created. Multiple haikus are created so that the user can 
have some control over the outcome and the deleting process is not just for show. The user can for 
example undo the last deletion, in which case other words will be deleted and another haiku might be 
selected at the end. 
 
4.2.2 Haiku generation 
The generation algorithm doesn’t generate a complete haiku, but a row (one sentence) with a set amount 
of syllables. When a haiku is to be created, this algorithm is run three times, one for each row with 
syllables 5, 7 and 5. Each row generation is run in separate threads, so all three rows are generated in 
parallel with each other. 
 
The algorithm is recursive and randomly checks every possibility until it finds a solution. The random 
part is important. If it wasn’t random then the rows would look very similar and the haiku wouldn’t be as 
good. 
 
The algorithm uses two lists of words when creating the row. The first list contains words from the 
selected themes that are also in the selected SMSes, referred here as the theme list. The second list 
contains words that are in the SMSes and in a special hidden from the user theme called “the all theme”. 
This theme contains a few hundred words that are there to help the row to be completed if the theme list 
lacks some words. It is also used to add some diversity because the theme list usually doesn’t contain that 
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many words. This will be referred here as the backup list. If there are no selected themes, then the theme 
list will contain all the words from the selected messages without any filter. If this is the case there is no 
need for the backup list and the algorithm will only use the theme list. 
 
When the algorithm chooses a word to place in a position, it is a bigger chance that it starts using words 
from the theme list, but there is a chance that it will go through the back up list first. When all words in 
the list the program is currently using has been tried, the program switches to the other list and tries those 
words, as long as that list hasn’t been tried already of course. 
 
The algorithm only needs to create rows that are grammatically correct. In other words, it needs to know 
how it can structure a sentence correctly. To know how to place the words and what words to place, the 
algorithm reads a sentence structure schema stored in a text file, rules.txt (see Code section 1). 
 

<sentence>=2 
<single sentence> 
<single sentence>(conjunction)<single sentence> 
 
<single sentence>=3 
<simple sentence> 
(gerund)<simple sentence> 
(adverb)(gerund)<simple sentence> 
 
<simple sentence>=15 
<noun phrase>(intransitive verb) 
<noun phrase>(intransitive verb)(adverb) 
<noun phrase>(intransitive verb)(preposition)<noun phrase> 
<noun phrase>(intransitive verb)(adverb)(preposition)<noun phrase> 
(adverb)[,(0)]<noun phrase>(intransitive verb) 
(adverb)[,(0)]<noun phrase>(intransitive verb)(adverb) 
(adverb)[,(0)]<noun phrase>(intransitive verb)(preposition)<noun phrase> 
(adverb)[,(0)]<noun phrase>(intransitive verb)(adverb)(preposition)<noun phrase> 
<noun phrase>(adverb)(intransitive verb) 
<noun phrase>(adverb)(intransitive verb)(preposition)<noun phrase> 
(adverb)[,(0)]<noun phrase>(adverb)(intransitive verb) 
(adverb)[,(0)]<noun phrase>(adverb)(intransitive verb)(preposition)<noun phrase> 
<noun phrase>(transitive verb)<noun phrase> 
<noun phrase>(transitive verb)<noun phrase>(adverb) 
<noun phrase>(adverb)(transitive verb)<noun phrase> 
 
<noun phrase>=10 
(pronoun) 
(noun) 
(positive adjective)(noun) 
[the(1)](noun) 
[the(1)](plural noun) 
[the(1)](positive adjective)(noun) 
[a/an(1)](noun) 
[a/an(1)](positive adjective)(noun) 
(plural noun) 
(positive adjective)(plural noun) 

 Code section 1. rules.txt. Sentence (row) structure possibilities following grammatical rules 
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For the program to read this file correctly, the file needs to follow the homemade schema syntax 
introduced. There are three types of objects in a structure: words surrounded by <>, () and []. A structure 
is a row in the text file which can be a sentence or part of a sentence, for example <noun 
phrase>(transitive verb)<noun phrase>(adverb). Rows with equal signs such as <noun phrase>=10 are not 
structures, they merely define which structures can take that object’s place, in this case one of the 
following 10 lines in the file. When the program sees an <> object it finds the row where that object is 
defined and sees, by looking at the number right of the equals sign, how many alternatives there are. 
These objects are only in the text file and can be added, altered or completely removed without any code 
change, except for <sentence>. <sentence> is not called from inside the text file, but from the algorithm’s 
start to get a complete sentence. There are not allowed to be any loops in the file. <noun phrase>, for 
example, is not allowed to have a <noun phrase> object in one of its structures. 
 
The words surrounded by () are part-of-speech types. When the program sees one of these objects it will 
place a word with the given part-of-speech and an acceptable amount of syllables in its position in the 
sentence. These objects must have the exact same spelling of its part-of-speech as the database has, 
otherwise the program won’t find the right words. 
 
The words surrounded by [] are placed directly into the row. These words do not have to be in the 
database, but the program still needs to know its syllable count. The contents of the () in the [] objects 
define how many syllables the word has. The case [a/an(1)] is special because it can either be “a” or “an” 
depending on what comes after it. This is done in the algorithm once the row is completed. If other 
objects with “/” would be used then the program would add “/” to the sentence and both words, not pick 
one of the words it would be dividing. The word doesn’t need to have any syllables, in which case the 
contents of the () will simply be 0. The object [,(0)]  is for example used in the text file and used to add a 
comma to the sentence. 
 
There is no need for any code change to change how the sentences are structured. All it takes are easy 
changes to the text file with the sentence rules. 
 
The algorithm starts by setting a syllable counter to the right number and then calling a recursive method 
called getSentence() with the <sentence> structure as input parameter. The getSentence() method is 
shown in the appendix. To get a good understanding of the algorithm it is recommended to look at the 
code in the appendix while reading the explanation. 
 
There are two versions of the getSentence() method, the other version is called getSentenceInner(). 
getSentence() will use up all of the syllables that are left while getSentenceInner() will not. 
getSentenceInner() is called instead of getSentence() when an “inner” structure is called. For example 
take the structure <single sentence>(conjunction)<single sentence>. In this case the first <single 
sentence> should not use up all syllables because there will be more words that will be added to the 
sentence later. The last <single sentence> should however use up all of the syllables because there will be 
no more words added after. A getSentenceInner() method call will never call getSentence(), only itself. 
That is because if the program is in a getSentenceInner() method call, the method calls within this method 
will also be from an “inner” structure. 
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The methods are very similar and both of them start by dividing the structure it got into two parts, the first 
object and the rest of the structure. If the structure only contains one object, the rest of the structure will 
be null (nothing). It then checks what type of object the first object is, either a <>, () or [] object. Each of 
these objects are handled completely differently and will be described one at a time. To understand to 
algorithm each part needs to be understood. 
 
If the first object is an () object, then it is supposed to place a word with the given part-of-speech at this 
position. It starts by looking up the words that have the right part-of-speech and adds them to a list of 
words. If the rest of the structure is null and it is in the getSentence() method, i.e if this is the last object in 
the sentence, the program randomly selects one of the words in the list with the right amount of syllables 
to exactly get the syllable counter down to 0 and returns it. If there is no such word, then there is no 
solution with the current set of objects and the method returns null. If the rest isn’t null or if it is in the 
getSentenceInner() method, then the program will loop until the list of words is empty. The loop starts by 
randomly selecting a word from the list and decreasing the syllable counter with the word’s syllable 
count. If the syllable count is 0 or less, then the word will not work and it and the other words in the list 
with the same or more syllables will also not work, so they are all removed and the syllable count is reset 
to what it was before the decrease. If the program is in the getSentenceInner() method, the rest of the 
structure is null and the syllable counter is 1 or more, then the method just returns the word. If the syllable 
count is 1 or more, a method call with the rest of the structure as input parameter is called to the method 
getSentence() if the method is currently in getSentence() or to getSentenceInner() if the method is 
currently in getSentenceInner(). If that method call returns something then a solution has been found and 
this method returns the selected word plus what the method call returned. If the method call returns null, 
then a sentence can’t be created with the selected word and the syllable counter is reset to what is was 
before the decrease and the selected word and all words with the same amount of syllables are removed 
from the word list because those words won’t work. It then goes back to the start of the loop again and 
randomly selects a new word, unless the list is empty, in which case the method returns null. 
 
If the first object is an <> object, it goes to the row where the object is defined in the text file, for example 
if it is looking for <noun phrase> it goes to the row where it says <noun phrase>=10. This tells the 
program that there are 10 different ways to write a <noun phrase>. Since it needs to pick a row randomly 
and if it has tried a specific row, it shouldn’t try it again, it stores all the rows in a list. In this case the list 
would contain the numbers 0 to 9 (including). Now that the program know all the rows it needs to check it 
starts looping until it has checked all the rows, or until a solution has been found. In the loop the program 
randomly selects one of the rows from the list of rows, then uses that row as an input parameter into either 
getSentence() or getSentenceInner(). If the program is currently in the getSentenceInner() method, it will 
always call getSentenceInner(). If the program is currently in the getSentence() method, it will call 
getSentence() if it is the last object (the rest of the structure is null), otherwise it will call 
getSentenceInner(). If the rest of the structure is null and the method call with the row returns something, 
then a solution has been found and the method returns whatever the method call returned. If the method 
call returned something, but the rest of the structure isn’t null, then a new method call with the rest of the 
structure as input parameter is called. If this method call returns something then a solution has been found 
and the method returns both of the method calls (they are Strings, so one + the other). If the second 
method call returned null then there is no solution with the selected row and the program “gives back” the 
syllables the first method call used up by counting them and adding to the variable where the number of 
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syllables are stored. If the method call with the row returns null, then there is no solution with that row. If 
there is no solution with a row then the row is removed from the list of rows and the program, if the list of 
rows isn’t empty, starts at the top of the loop (picks a new row and does the same thing again). If the list 
of rows is empty, then there is no solution with current setup of objects and the method returns null. 
 
If the first object is an [] object, then the method will place the word inside the [] object directly into the 
sentence and decrease the syllable counter by the number in the () in the []. If this is the last object in the 
sentence the syllable counter needs to get to 0 in which case the method will return the word. If it isn’t 0, 
the method will reset the syllable counter to what it was before the decrease and return null. If it isn’t the 
last object in the sentence, if the program is in the getSentenceInner() method and/or the rest of the 
structure isn’t null, the program checks the syllable counter to see if it is 0 or less. If so then the word can 
not be placed here, the syllable counter is reset to what is was before the decrease and the method returns 
null. If the syllable counter is 1 or more and the rest of the structure isn’t null, the method calls itself 
(getSentence() if it is the getSentence() method or getSentenceInner() if it is the getSentenceInner() 
method) with the rest of the structure as input parameter. If this method call returns null, then the sentence 
can not be completed with the current set of objects. The syllable counter is reset to what it was before the 
decrease and this method returns null. If the program is in the getSentenceInner() method and the rest of 
the structure is null and the syllable counter is 1 or more, the method simply returns the word. 
 
Each time a method returns null, the method that called the null-returning-method will try something else. 
If that method has run out of things to try, it will itself return null and the method that called that method 
will try something else, and if that method also has run out of things to try it will also return null and so 
on. This will make the program return null if no sentence can be created. This makes it easy for the 
application to know if it is impossible to create a haiku with the current list of words. 
 
4.2.3 Generation of sample content: contacts and SMS 
The current version of the application only support the English language, limiting proper usage to only 
English talking/using users. It was therefore necessary with a solution in this demo version that allowed 
everyone (including the developers for testing) to evaluate the application realistically somehow. Hence a 
feature that generate random phone contacts and SMS with made up content in English was implemented 
that the user can control from the “generate sample content” interface (see Figure 3), reached from the 
options menu.  
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 Figure 3. Generate sample content interface 

 
The generated content is added directly into the phone’s database and behaves like normal contacts/SMS 
in the phone. As long as the application is not uninstalled, references to the generated content remains in 
the application and it all together can thus be deleted in one click (see Code section 2). 
 
private void addSMS(String address, String date, String text, boolean inbox) { 
    ContentValues values = new ContentValues(); 
    values.put("address", address); 
    values.put("date", date); 
    values.put("read", 1); //mark as already read message 
    values.put("body", text); 
 
    if (inbox) //add to inbox 
//add to database and save returned ID to reference array       
SMS.add(Long.toString(ContentUris.parseId(context.getContentResolver().insert(Uri.parse("conten
t://SMS/inbox"), values)))); 
     
    else //else add to outbox 
SMS.add(Long.toString(ContentUris.parseId(context.getContentResolver().insert(Uri.parse("conten
t://SMS/sent"), values)))); 
} 
 
private void deleteSMS(Context ctx, String id) { 
    //find and delete SMS using ID 
    ctx.getContentResolver().delete(Uri.parse("content://SMS/" + id), null, null); 
} 

Code section 2. Adding and deleting SMS from the phone’s database 
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5. Application presentation 

 
It is important to be aware of that selected SMS will be deleted when the haiku is created. However, in 
this first version this behaviour can be turned off with the “safe mode” option, which is done from the 
options menu (see Figure 4).   
 

 
Figure 4. First screenshot: Options menu. Second screenshot: Generate sample content interface. Third screenshot, 

enable/disable safe mode 
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In the first screenshot (Figure 5) the user is dragging in a contact into the haiku bin. This will add all of 
that contact’s SMS into the haiku bin. In the second screenshot, a contact has been selected by clicking 
the contact’s name or picture. This will show all the SMS in that conversation in a list. These SMS can be 
dragged into the haiku bin one at a time.  
 

 

 
Figure 5. Different ways of pulling SMS into the haiku bin 

 
In the first two screenshots a button in the lower left with the words “Time” can be seen. If this button is 
pressed the menu in the third screenshot will open. In the third screenshot the month May during the year 
2013 can be seen being dragged towards the bin. It is also possible to drag the year into the bin, like in the 
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forth screenshot, in which case all months of that year, that are not yet in the bin, will be added to the 
haiku bin. It is easy to scroll between the months and the years. If the user has come to the edge of the 
year, either when January is at the top-left or when December is at the bottom-right in the date viewer, 
then the year can be changed by simply continuing the scroll in the same direction. This is difficult to 
explain fully and is better to be experienced by testing the application. 
 
When a contact, SMS or a date has been dragged into the haiku bin, or is currently being dragged, the 
transparency of the contacts’ name and picture, SMS or month is increased. This is to signify that it is in 
the haiku bin and is about to be deleted. 
 
Themes can also be added to the haiku bin, as shown in Figure 6. When a theme is added to the haiku bin, 
all words that the haiku generator gets from the added SMSes will be filtered for that theme. Words that 
are in the theme have a much higher chance to be included in the final haiku. This is used to give the user 
a special meaning to the created haiku. 
 

 
Figure 6. Pulling themes into the haiku bin 
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When the user clicks on the haiku bin, it opens and the view shown in Figure 7 is shown. The selected 
themes are shown at the top, the dates in a list in the bottom left and the SMS are shown in a big list in the 
middle of the bin. To the right of the SMS and just above the list of the dates, there is a slider which 
shows how far the deleting process has come. The dots in the slider come closer and closer to each other 
and when they meet, the deleting process is finished and a haiku will be shown. In the first screenshot in 
Figure 7, the deleting process hasn’t started so the dots are as far away from each other as possible. 
 

 
Figure 7. Haiku deletion/generation process. First screenshot shows the haiku bin in opened state after pulling in 
several SMS and themes. Second screenshot showing a deletion/generation process half done, excluded words are 

greyed out. Third screenshot show the result of another process: a haiku poem in 5-7-5 syllable format 
 
The deleting process is done with a pinch-zoom move, which is placing two fingers on the screen and 
moving them closer to each other. If the user moves the fingers away from each other the dots will also 
move away from each other and it will trigger an undo. It is only possible to undo one step, which is a 
design choice to make the user commit to his changes, but the user can save some words if he like. Since 
the program chooses between several generated haikus, the undoing process can change which haiku will 
be shown at the end. Words that have been deleted and will not be in the haiku are greyed out so the user 
can see what has been deleted and how it used to look. More and more words will be deleted until only a 
few remain. Then the program will choose a haiku and display it on the screen as shown in the third 
screenshot of Figure 6. It is possible to make changes to the haiku bin once the deleting process has 
started. More SMS or themes can be added and also removed (and also saved from deletion) at any time 
during the deleting process, except when it has completed. The screenshots are from different occasions. 
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When a haiku has been shown to the user, it can be saved. When the user saves it, it will be added to a 
special haiku contact as an SMS (see Figure 8). If no such contact exists in the phone, it will first be 
created. Since the haikus are saved as SMS, they can be used to create new haikus. 
 

 
Figure 8. Haiku-contact conversation thread 
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6. Results 

 
This project resulted in a fully working Android application, which creates haikus from a user’s SMS logs 
in the deletion process of them. The application has a similar user interface as a standard SMS log 
handler, but with a playful design and functionality. The application fulfilled the specifications set by the 
research members in the Re-mobiling project. 
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7. Discussion 

  
Because of time limitations, there are naturally implementations that can be improved and added. One 
implementation brought up at the start of the project was that the haiku generator would not just look for 
words in the SMSes, but also sentences or part of sentences. This way it could take a block of words from 
an SMS which it deemed grammatically correct enough, and use it as the current generator use words. 
The user might then be able to recognize parts of the haiku and increase the feeling that the haiku was 
own composed. 
 
There is also room for improvement in the haiku generation algorithm. It can for example contain 
exceptions and special cases for words with a special part-of-speech. The first improvements, to make the 
generated haikus better, should however be done to the rules text file. By changing that the haikus can 
look completely different thanks to the very generic written haiku generator algorithm. Many part-of-
speech types that are in the database are not used in the rules text file, which makes big parts of the 
database unnecessary in the text file’s current state, but also makes big improvements to the database 
relatively easy. 
 
When the user drags in a date or a contact it can lead to the program adding hundreds of SMS to the haiku 
bin at the same time which can cause some issues. Looking up hundreds or maybe even thousands of 
unique words in the database can take a long time, especially on slower systems, since the database of 
words is very big. The first draft of the implementation of the database had a table which stores what 
words each SMS has, so when the user adds an SMS it would quickly find it. Since the program does not 
have complete control over the SMS database, this could cause some issues when the user deletes SMS, 
but a bigger problem was finding a good time when the program should fill the table with its contents. At 
first it was done at first time setup, when the program was started for the very first time. Since it was so 
much information to store in the database and it couldn’t be done with parallel threads because of 
synchronization issues, it took a very long time, depending of course on the phone and on number of SMS 
and what the SMSes contained. This application is also supposed to delete the contents added to the haiku 
bin after the haiku is ready,  so the SMSes would only in very few cases where the user regretted his 
decision be added to the haiku bin, i.e read from the database, twice. Most of the SMSes will probably 
never be used and so they will never be read from the database. This made it feel unnecessary to store so 
much information in the database.  
 
It was with this in mind, the database model was changed to its current state where it does not store words 
that are used in the SMSes, but the words are instead only stored in the primary memory when the SMS is 
added to the haiku bin. While this does cause the adding of SMSes to go slower, it is only a problem 
when the user adds a huge number of SMS to the bin at the same time. It also made the database much 
smaller and its implementation easier. There was no need to catch incoming SMS, look through the 
database to look for deleted SMS or any maintenance of the database at all. The application and database 
with the current implementation never adds anything to the database. It is basically just a dictionary. 
 
In our own opinion that the SMSes added to the haiku bin are deleted after they are used feels brutal, and 
a little unnecessary. The application is entertaining to use to generate haikus from old SMSes, and it is 
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also fun to try different combinations with different themes to see what the result will be. This playful use 
of the application is eliminated by the deleting function. Luckily a “safe mode” was agreed to be 
implemented, where, when active, nothing will be deleted. It is mostly intended to be used during the 
testing of the application, but we (the students/developers) recommend that people who use the 
application turn it on if they are not absolutely sure they want to delete the selected SMSes. The default 
setting for the safe mode is off. 
 
While there are a few improvements that can be done, the application works very well and is 
demonstrable. The design looks nice, the graphical interface is easy to use and the haiku that is generated 
has the right amount of syllables and is often pretty funny. We believe that there is definitely potential in 
this application, but mostly as a source of entertainment.  
 
The application fulfills the purpose of the project by taking SMS and merging them into a haiku. If this is 
done in a meaningful way however, is up to the user to decide. 
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9. Appendix 

 
 

Concept development and visualization of persistence/an SMS log dilemma. 

Mobilelifecentre - Mobilelifecentre, SICS, Kista Stockholm 
 
Background 
Currently mobile phones are monolithic devices where all functions are stuffed into a single 
package. Furthermore, they have become a centralized and persistent log of certain aspects of 
users’ lives, through e.g. call and SMS logs. The re-mobiling project aims to challenge the design 
of such core features, but also mobile phones themselves.  In this part of the project we explore 
aspects of time such as memory and forgetting as a critique to the persistence of logged data. One 
concept will transform text messages into expressive language (Haiku). This will be the starting 
point and the aim of the transformation is to elaborate upon the dilemma of people's growing 
collections of digital data. 
 
Project aim  
The Thesis shall include: 
-    Coding and software development of the SMS application concept that the researchers at 
MobileLife develop through workshops and Haiku poetry studies. The work is to be reported 
visually in a way (such as a working prototype/demo application) that can be exhibited and in a 
written report. 
  
Educational profile 
We believe that this master thesis is suitable for master students in interaction design, computer 
science, interactive art or related fields. The applicant needs to be fluent in English. 
  
Extent and localization 
Extent: 10-15 weeks  
Localization: Mobilelifecentre in Kista and at collaborating university. 
 

Kontaktinformation 

Vygandas Simbelis    intro@intro.lt    
Elsa Vaara     elsamatilda@gmail.com  073 6576640 

 Table 1. This thesis advertisement from Mobile Life (dated February 2013) 
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 Figure 9. Wireframes for application design made by supervisors 
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9.1 Code 

private String getSentence(String structure){ 
     int randomIndex; 
     String returnString; 
     String firstPart = null; 
     String theRest = null; 
     if(structure.charAt(0) == '<'){ 
      int endIndex = structure.indexOf('>'); 
      firstPart = structure.substring(0, endIndex+1); 
      if(endIndex+1 != structure.length()){ 
       theRest = structure.substring(endIndex+1); 
      } 
      try { 
       ArrayList<Integer> rowsLeft = new ArrayList<Integer>(); 
       boolean firstTime = true; 
       do{ 
        // needs to read from text file 
        rules = HaikuActivity.getInstance().getAssets().open("rules.txt"); 
        reader = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(rules)); 
        String tempText; 
        while ((tempText = reader.readLine()) != null) {// or until the part is found 
         if(tempText.contains(firstPart + "=")){ 
          // The right line is found! 
          if(firstTime){ 
           int rows = 
Integer.parseInt(tempText.substring(tempText.indexOf('=')+1)); 
           for(int i = 0; i < rows; i++){ 
            rowsLeft.add(i); 
           } 
           firstTime = false; 
          } 
          break; 
         } 
        } 
        if(tempText == null){ 
         // did not find the structure 
         return null; 
        } 
        randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(rowsLeft.size()); 
        int row = rowsLeft.get(randomIndex); 
        while(row > 0){ // if there are 4 rows, the rows will be 0, 1, 2 and 3. so to 
get to the forth row this loop will happen 3 times 
         reader.readLine(); 
         row--; 
        } 
        tempText = reader.readLine(); 
        String returnStringOfTheRest = null; 
        if(theRest == null){ 
         // the last object in the tempText structure will also be the last object in 
the sentence -> call this method again with the tempText structure 
         returnString = getSentence(tempText); 
        } 
        else{ 
         // the last object in the tempText structure will NOT be the last object in 
the sentence -> call the inner method 
         returnString = getSentenceInner(tempText); 
         if(returnString != null){ 
          returnStringOfTheRest = getSentence(theRest); 
         } 
        } 
        if(returnString != null && theRest != null && returnStringOfTheRest != null){ 
         return returnString + " " + returnStringOfTheRest; // found a sentence! 
        } 
        else if(returnString != null && theRest == null){ 
         return returnString; // found a sentence! 
        } 
        // if here, then the attempt failed 
        if(returnString != null){ 
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         // "give back" the syllables 
         syllables += countSyllables(returnString); 
        } 
        // try another row 
        rowsLeft.remove(randomIndex); 
       }while(!rowsLeft.isEmpty()); 
       return null; 
      } catch (IOException e) { 
       e.printStackTrace(); 
      } 
     } 
     else if(structure.charAt(0) == '('){ 
      boolean switched = false; 
      boolean startWithThemeList = true; 
      randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(100+1); 
      if(randomIndex > CHANCE_TO_START_WITH_THEME_LIST){ 
       startWithThemeList = false; 
      } 
      int endIndex = structure.indexOf(')')  ;
      if(endIndex+1 != structure.length()){ 
       theRest = structure.substring(endIndex+1); 
      } 
      String wordType = structure.substring(1, endIndex); 
      ArrayList<Word> availableWords; 
      if(!themes){ 
       // if there are no selected themes, then the getWords() method will return all 
words available. There is no need for a switch 
       switched = true; 
       availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
      } 
      else{ 
       if(startWithThemeList){ 
        availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
       } 
       else{ 
        availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
       } 
      } 
       
      if(theRest == null){ 
       // the last object 
       // find a word with the right amount of syllables 
       ArrayList<Word> rightAmountOfSyllablesWords = new ArrayList<Word>(); 
       for(int i = 0; i < availableWords.size(); i++){ 
        if(availableWords.get(i).getNumberOfSyllables() == syllables){ 
         rightAmountOfSyllablesWords.add(availableWords.get(i)); 
        } 
       } 
       if(rightAmountOfSyllablesWords.isEmpty()){ 
        // no words found 
        // check the other list 
        if(startWithThemeList){ 
         availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
        } 
        else{ 
         availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
        } 
        rightAmountOfSyllablesWords = new ArrayList<Word>(); 
        for(int i = 0; i < availableWords.size(); i++){ 
         if(availableWords.get(i).getNumberOfSyllables() == syllables){ 
          rightAmountOfSyllablesWords.add(availableWords.get(i)); 
         } 
        } 
        if(rightAmountOfSyllablesWords.isEmpty()){ 
         // no words found 
         return null; 
        } 
         
       } 
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       randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(rightAmountOfSyllablesWords.size()); 
       // A whole sentence has been found! 
       return rightAmountOfSyllablesWords.get(randomIndex).getText(); 
      } 
      // not the last object 
      // pick a random word that doesn't have too many syllables 
      int tempSyllabels; 
      if(availableWords.isEmpty() && !switched){ 
       switched = true; 
       if(startWithThemeList){ 
        availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
       } 
       else{ 
        availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
       } 
      } 
      while(!availableWords.isEmpty()){ 
       randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(availableWords.size()); 
       syllables -= availableWords.get(randomIndex).getNumberOfSyllables(); 
       if(syllables <= 0){ 
        tempSyllabels = availableWords.get(randomIndex).getNumberOfSyllables(); 
        syllables += tempSyllabels; 
        // since we know that words with the same amount of syllables or more as the 
word we just tried won't work, we can remove them from the list 
        availableWords.remove(randomIndex); 
        for(int i = availableWords.size()-1; i >= 0; i--){ 
         if(availableWords.get(i).getNumberOfSyllables() >= tempSyllabels){ 
          availableWords.remove(i); 
         } 
        } 
        if(availableWords.isEmpty() && !switched){ 
         switched = true; 
         if(startWithThemeList){ 
          availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
         } 
         else{ 
          availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
         } 
        } 
        continue; 
       } 
       returnString = getSentence(theRest); 
       if(returnString == null){ 
        // the rest of the sentence can not be completed with this word 
        tempSyllabels = availableWords.get(randomIndex).getNumberOfSyllables(); 
        syllables += tempSyllabels; 
        // since we know that words with the same amount of syllables as the word we 
just tried won't work, we can remove them from the list 
        availableWords.remove(randomIndex); 
        for(int i = availableWords.size()-1; i >= 0; i--){ 
         if(availableWords.get(i).getNumberOfSyllables() == tempSyllabels){ 
          availableWords.remove(i); 
         } 
        } 
        if(availableWords.isEmpty() && !switched){ 
         switched = true; 
         if(startWithThemeList){ 
          availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
         } 
         else{ 
          availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
         } 
        } 
        continue; 
       } 
       // return string did return something  !
       // we have found a complete sentence! 
       return availableWords.get(randomIndex).getText() + " " + returnString; 
      } 
      return null; // no words with the right word types exist in the bin 
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     } 
     else if(structure.charAt(0) == '['){ 
      int endIndex = structure.indexOf(']'); 
      firstPart = structure.substring(0, endIndex+1); 
      if(endIndex+1 != structure.length()){ 
       theRest = structure.substring(endIndex+1); 
      } 
      int syllIndexS = structure.indexOf('('); 
      int syllIndexE = structure.indexOf(')'); 
      int syll = Integer.parseInt(structure.substring(syllIndexS+1, syllIndexE)); 
      syllables -= syll; 
      if(theRest == null && syllables != 0){ 
       // was the last object, but wrong amount of syllables used 
       syllables += syll; 
       return null; 
      } 
      if(theRest == null && syllables == 0){ 
       return structure.substring(1, syllIndexS); 
      } 
      if(theRest != null && syllables <= 0){ 
       // there are more objects, but all syllables are used 
       syllables += syll; 
       return null; 
      } 
      if(theRest != null && syllables > 0){ 
       // not all syllables are used and the sentence isn't finished 
       returnString = getSentence(theRest); 
       if(returnString == null){ 
        syllables += syll; 
        return null; 
       } 
       else{ 
        return structure.substring(1, syllIndexS) + " " + returnString; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     return null; 
    } 

 
 
 

/** 
     * This method is like getStructure(), but it will not try to use up all syllables if it is 
the last object (since it actually isn't the last object). 
     * @param structure 
     * @return 
     */ 
    private String getSentenceInner(String structure){ 
     int randomIndex; 
     String returnString; 
     String firstPart = null; 
     String theRest = null; 
     if(structure.charAt(0) == '<'){ 
      int endIndex = structure.indexOf('>'); 
      firstPart = structure.substring(0, endIndex+1); 
      if(endIndex+1 != structure.length()){ 
       theRest = structure.substring(endIndex+1); 
      } 
      try { 
       ArrayList<Integer> rowsLeft = new ArrayList<Integer>(); 
       boolean firstTime = true; 
       do{ 
        // needs to read from text file 
        rules = HaikuActivity.getInstance().getAssets().open("rules.txt"); 
        reader = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(rules)); 
        String tempText; 
        while ((tempText = reader.readLine()) != null) {// or until the part is found 
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         if(tempText.contains(firstPart + "=")){ 
          // The right line is found! 
          if(firstTime){ 
           int rows = 
Integer.parseInt(tempText.substring(tempText.indexOf('=')+1)); 
           for(int i = 0; i < rows; i++){ 
            rowsLeft.add(i); 
           } 
           firstTime = false; 
          } 
          break; 
         } 
        } 
        if(tempText == null){ 
         // did not find the structure 
         return null; 
        } 
        randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(rowsLeft.size()); 
        int row = rowsLeft.get(randomIndex); 
        while(row > 0){ // if there are 4 rows, the rows will be 0, 1, 2 and 3. so to 
get to the forth row this loop will happen 3 times 
         reader.readLine(); 
         row--; 
        } 
        tempText = reader.readLine(); 
        String returnStringOfTheRest = null; 
        if(theRest == null){ 
         // the last object in the tempText structure will also be the last object in 
this structure (but not the sentence) 
         returnString = getSentenceInner(tempText); 
        } 
        else{ 
         // the last object in the tempText structure will NOT be the last object in 
this structure 
         returnString = getSentenceInner(tempText); 
         if(returnString != null){ 
          returnStringOfTheRest = getSentenceInner(theRest); 
         } 
        } 
        if(returnString != null && theRest != null && returnStringOfTheRest != null){ 
         return returnString + " " + returnStringOfTheRest; // found a sentence! 
        } 
        else if(returnString != null && theRest == null){ 
         return returnString; // found a sentence! 
        } 
        // if here, then the attempt failed 
        if(returnString != null){ 
         // "give back" the syllables 
         syllables += countSyllables(returnString); 
        } 
        // try another row 
        rowsLeft.remove(randomIndex); 
       }while(!rowsLeft.isEmpty()); 
       return null; 
      } catch (IOException e) { 
       e.printStackTrace(); 
      } 
     } 
     else if(structure.charAt(0) == '('){ 
      boolean switched = false; 
      boolean startWithThemeList = true; 
      randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(100+1); 
      if(randomIndex > CHANCE_TO_START_WITH_THEME_LIST){ 
       startWithThemeList = false; 
      } 
      int endIndex = structure.indexOf(')'); 
      firstPart = structure.substring(0, endIndex+1); 
      if(endIndex+1 != structure.length()){ 
       theRest = structure.substring(endIndex+1); 
      } 
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      String wordType = structure.substring(1, endIndex); 
      ArrayList<Word> availableWords; 
      if(!themes){ 
       // if there are no selected themes, then the getWords() method will return all 
words available. There is no need for a switch 
       switched = true; 
       availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
      } 
      else{ 
       if(startWithThemeList){ 
        availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
       } 
       else{ 
        availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
       } 
      } 
      // pick a random word that doesn't have too many syllables 
      int tempSyllabels; 
      if(availableWords.isEmpty() && !switched){ 
       switched = true; 
       availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
      } 
      while(!availableWords.isEmpty()){ 
       randomIndex = randomGenerator.nextInt(availableWords.size()); 
       syllables -= availableWords.get(randomIndex).getNumberOfSyllables(); 
       if(syllables <= 0){ 
        tempSyllabels = availableWords.get(randomIndex).getNumberOfSyllables(); 
        syllables += tempSyllabels; 
        // since we know that words with the same amount of syllables or more as the 
word we just tried won't work, we can remove them from the list 
        availableWords.remove(randomIndex); 
        for(int i = availableWords.size()-1; i >= 0; i--){ 
         if(availableWords.get(i).getNumberOfSyllables() >= tempSyllabels){ 
          availableWords.remove(i); 
         } 
        } 
        if(availableWords.isEmpty() && !switched){ 
         switched = true; 
         if(startWithThemeList){ 
          availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
         } 
         else{ 
          availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
         } 
        } 
        continue; 
       } 
       if(theRest == null){ 
        // last object in this structure 
        return availableWords.get(randomIndex).getText(); 
       } 
       // not the last object 
       returnString = getSentenceInner(theRest); 
       if(returnString == null){ 
        // the rest of the sentence can not be completed with this word 
        tempSyllabels = availableWords.get(randomIndex).getNumberOfSyllables(); 
        syllables += tempSyllabels; 
        // since we know that words with the same amount of syllables as the word we 
just tried won't work, we can remove them from the list 
        availableWords.remove(randomIndex); 
        for(int i = availableWords.size()-1; i >= 0; i--){ 
         if(availableWords.get(i).getNumberOfSyllables() == tempSyllabels){ 
          availableWords.remove(i); 
         } 
        } 
        if(availableWords.isEmpty() && !switched){ 
         switched = true; 
         if(startWithThemeList){ 
          availableWords = getBackUpWords(wordType); 
         } 
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         else{ 
          availableWords = getWords(wordType); 
         } 
        } 
        continue; 
       } 
       // return string did return something  !
       // we have found a complete sentence! 
       return availableWords.get(randomIndex).getText() + " " + returnString; 
      } 
      return null; // no words with the right word types and syllables exist in the bin 
     } 
     else if(structure.charAt(0) == '['){ 
      int endIndex = structure.indexOf(']'); 
      firstPart = structure.substring(0, endIndex+1); 
      if(endIndex+1 != structure.length()){ 
       theRest = structure.substring(endIndex+1); 
      } 
      int syllIndexS = structure.indexOf('('); 
      int syllIndexE = structure.indexOf(')'); 
      int syll = Integer.parseInt(structure.substring(syllIndexS+1, syllIndexE)); 
      syllables -= syll; 
      if(syllables <= 0){ 
       // there are more objects, but all syllables are used. Since this is the inner 
method there will be more objects! 
       syllables += syll; 
       return null; 
      } 
      if(theRest == null){ 
       return structure.substring(1, syllIndexS); 
      } 
      // theRest != null 
      // not all syllables are used and the structure isn't finished 
      returnString = getSentenceInner(theRest); 
      if(returnString == null){ 
       syllables += syll; 
       return null; 
      } 
      else{ 
       return structure.substring(1, syllIndexS) + " " + returnString; 
      } 
     } 
     return null; 
    } 
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